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Chapter 79 Found Something 

In the midst of the crowd, a man and a woman appeared. The man was in a wheelchair 
and his face was expressionless. His powerful aura was comparable to everyone 
present, and the woman beside him was also gentle and moving. 

When Henry saw Ryan, a smile immediately appeared on his face. “Freya, let me 
introduce you. This is my brother, Ryan.” 

“Hello.” Freya stood beside Henry and smiled gently. Although the man was in a 
wheelchair, her husband did not look down on him at all. It could be seen that Henry 
had a good cultivation and was sincere to this brother. 

“Hello.” Ryan politely responded and then said to Henry, “I am very happy that you have 
found your home in life. In such an important occasion, I will definitely come personally.” 

Ryan turned around and looked at Elena, “Give them the gift.” 

Elena handed the gift box to Freya, “I wish you all a happy marriage.” 

“Thank you, Sister-in-law.” Freya took the gift with both hands and passed it to Henry. 
Henry opened the gift immediately. 

The gifts sent by others were all given to the butler and placed in the warehouse. They 
would only be arranged after the marriage was over. Receiving gifts in person was also 
to pay attention to Ryan’s performance. 

Seeing the thing in the gift box, Henry’s eyes revealed joy, “It’s actually this painting!” 

“I know you like it. I didn’t give it to you before because I was waiting for your wedding 
day. This gift is worthy of such a good day like today, right?” Ryan sincerely hoped that 
his good brother would be able to obtain happiness. 

Henry was extremely touched. He has taken a fancy to this painting when he went out 
of play in the past. Ryan was also there. At that time, they were short of money and did 
not have the power like now. They could not afford that priceless painting. 

Later on, their lives became better, and he wanted to go back to buy that painting. But 
he found out that it had been bought by someone else. Henry felt pity for him for a long 
time. He didn’t expect that the buyer was Ryan, and that he would be so generous as to 
give it to him. 



“Thank you!” Henry felt that this was the best gift he had ever received. No matter how 
expensive the other gifts were, they could not be compared to it. Ryan’s friendship with 
him could not be exchanged with money. 

“Please come in. the ceremony is about to begin. I have to greet guests with wife. 
Sister-in-law, I can’t entertain you at this time. Please forgive me.” Henry looked at 
Elena and said apologetically. 

Elena shook her head. “It’s fine. You and Sister-in-law are the main characters today. 
Don’t worry. I will take good care of Ryan.” 

After the two of them left, Elena laughed, “They are very lovey-dovey. It’s good to have 
a husband and wife?” 

“Are you envious?” Ryan held Elena’s hand. 

“I am, but…” 

Elena lowered her head. Ryan could not see her face covered by her hair, so he was a 
little nervous. 

“But I believe that in the future, we will definitely be more loving than them.” 

Elena smiled brightly. Starlight shone in her eyes and Ryan’s heart heated up. 

He had never hoped that he could obtain a sincere love before. With Elena’s words, 
Ryan was determined to live with the person in front of him for the rest of his life. He 
swore to never part with her. 

The ceremony officially began. Henry and Freya poured the champagne into the glass 
cup in a tall tower. Seeing the same smile on their faces, Elena knew that these two 
people were truly in love. 

Happiness and sadness were the same. They could not pretend or hide. 

After the ceremony ended, the wedding venue turned into a champagne cocktail party. 
Some people started to talk about business matters. Elena did not like it and felt that 
this was disrespecting the newlyweds. 

She pushed Ryan and was about to walk to a corner where there was no one else but 
Amara seemed to have put something in the wine. She shook the wine glass and 
looked around in a panic. 

Sensing Elena’s stagnant movements, Ryan looked up and followed her gaze. He also 
saw Amara’s movements. 



“She actually dared to drug someone here.” The corner of Elena’s mouth rose slightly. 
Things were getting more and more interesting. 

“I really overestimated her ability and intelligence. I thought she could understand 
Roman’s thoughts and did not want to use such dirty tricks.” 

Ryan sneered. If the people of Lewis family found out about this, who knew what the 
consequences would be? 

Elena walked to the opposite side of Ryan and squatted down, “Do you want to check it 
out?” 

“No need to check. Amara just wants to get Roman. Although Roman looks easy to talk 
to, he treats men and women strictly. If he doesn’t get married, he definitely won’t touch 
Amara. Amara probably waited for too long and wanted to make a mature meal. She 
thought that this way, she would be safe.” 

“We absolutely can’t let Amara marry Roman so easily. Otherwise, the marriage 
between the Monor family and Lewis family might be detrimental to you.” Elena wanted 
to think of a way to stop Amara. 

Ryan, however, did not care. “No need. I know Roman too well. This woman is digging 
her own grave.” 
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Chapter 80 Be Accurate at Your Time 

Could it be that the woman Roman liked wasn’t Amara? 

Elena was a little puzzled. Even if Roman was clean and self-disciplined, the marriage 
between the two of them was already a foregone conclusion. What Amara wanted to do 
was only adding fuel to the fire on the pile of firewood, allowing the Monor and Lewis 
family to work together even faster. 

“If Roman knew that he was drugged by Amara, what do you think he would think? 
Roman married Amara just to increase his status in Monor family. After the matter is 
done, Amara will become an abandoned chess piece.” 

That was why Ryan said that Amara was digging her own grave. 

Elena understood what he meant, “Since that’s the case, let’s wait and see a good 
show.” 



“Only by making Roman lose interest in Amara will we be able to eliminate future 
troubles. After the accumulation of disappointment, it will only cause fatal consequences 
once it explodes.” 

Ryan knew the dissatisfaction in Elena’s heart. If Amara lost Roman just like that, 
wouldn’t it be too easy for her? The game would have to be played slowly, only then it 
would be interesting. 

Elena looked at Ryan. “I didn’t expect you to have such scheming side. Fortunately, you 
and I are not enemies. Otherwise, I would have been played by you until my bones 
were left.” 

Ryan smiled faintly and lovingly stroke Elena’s hair. “Of course, I would not attack you. 
You are my wife. I will not let anyone bully you.” 

After that, Ryan called Henry. Today was his wedding day. If Amara acted too 
recklessly, there must be someone to help her. 

If something bad happened during the wedding, then Wright family’s reputation would 
be affected as well. 

In less than a minute, Henry appeared with Freya. Ryan looked at both of them and 
then explained the situation. 

“What did you mean by that? Someone wants to cause trouble in the territory of Wright 
family?” 

“Amara just drugged the wine. This cup of wine was handed to Roman. What do you 
think will happen next?” 

Ryan’s meaning was very clear. Today was Henry’s wedding day. This matter could 
only be handled by him. No one else could be interfered. 

“It would be fine if they went out. But if the matter happened here, I’m afraid I won’t be 
able to do anything to Amara.” Although Wright family had a great reputation in Hai City, 
it was only a small family compared to Monor family and Lewis family. 

Henry was in a dilemma. 

Freya who was standing at the side smiled and said. “This matter is not difficult to 
resolve. Anyway, the ceremony has already been completed. It is also possible to end 
the banquet early.” 

Henry had some concerns. “Although that’s the case, some people might think our 
Wright family is too petty.” 



Elena took his words. “You can say that your wife is pregnant and needs to rest.” 

Freya and Henry were slightly stunned. Freya looked at Elena in surprise. 

“How do you know I am pregnant?” 

“I was just saying it casually.” 

Elena waved her hand in embarrassment. She did not expect it to be a coincidence. 

A smile appeared in Ryan’s eyes. 

“It’s okay. Next time, I hope you can be so accurate when you say it for yourself.” 

Elena’s face was slightly red as she looked at Ryan reproachfully. 

“Henry, this is a good idea. After all, it’s a good thing that makes things even better. I 
think no one will be unhappy.” Freya replied. 

After a simple discussion, Henry walked to the stage and picked up the microphone. 
“Thank you very much for coming to our wedding ceremony. Let me tell you a good 
news. My wife has been pregnant for a month. In order to let her have a good rest, 
today’s banquet ended early. I hope you can understand.” 

It was double happiness. As soon as these words were spoken, everyone below the 
stage cheered and wanted to take a share of joy. 

Not only guests, but Henry’s parents were very happy. They did not expect that their 
new daughter-in-law would be pregnant as soon as she entered the family and she 
would be able to add blessings to their family. 

Among the crowd only Linda could not laugh. If all the guests left, she would not be able 
to fulfill her promise to Amara. 

When Henry got off the stage, Linda pulled him to the side. “Brother, those people all 
are here to attend our family’s banquet. Why did you chase them all away? Being 
pregnant shouldn’t be so delicate, right? If you spoil her like this now, what are you 
going to do in the future?” 

After finishing, Linda shot a look of disdain at Freya. She felt that this was all this 
woman’s fault. 

Henry knew that Linda and Amara’s relationship was not shallow. If it was not for 
Linda’s help, Amara definitely would not act so recklessly. 



Henry said unhappily, “Do you have any distinction between young and old? Even 
though you don’t like her, she is your sister-in-law. Today’s matter ends here. As an 
elder brother, I have to remind you to be careful. Don’t always be used as a gun by 
others.” 

 


